Replacement Heat Exchangers and Tube Bundles
Thermal Products can offer direct replacement heat exchangers and tube bundles for many manufacturers or to your engineered drawing. Simply supply the manufacturer and complete model number or drawing and Thermal Products will provide our customers with new heat exchangers or tube bundles that are of the same (or greater) quality than the original. We do this all while matching the dimensions and performance of your existing unit.

Thermal Products can Cross Reference your heat exchanger or tube bundle from the following Manufacturers and more...

- Adamson
- Armstrong
- Graham
- Patterson-Kelley
- Thrush
- American Standard
- Bell & Gossett
- ITT Standard
- Reco
- Yula
- A.O. Smith
- Cemline
- Old Dominion
- Taco
- Basco
- Ketema
- Allegheny Bradford
- Enerquip
- Xylem
- Thermal Transfer
- American Industrial

We can build your new Heat Exchanger or Tube Bundle with Copper, Copper-nickel, Carbon Steel and Stainless steel tubes. If you need higher alloys, we can provide that also.

RUSH/EMERGENCY SHIPMENTS are available when delivery is critical. Standard “Quick Ship” delivery and “Emergency” ship times are available.

Heat Exchangers and Tube Bundle capabilities include, but are not limited to:

- 3” nominal to 60” nominal
- U-Tube, or Straight Tube (Fixed Tubesheet or Floating Tubesheet)
- Tank Heater Tube Bundles
- Fuel Oil Heater Tube Bundles
- Double Wall Vented Tube Bundles
- Heads & Bonnets
- A.S.M.E. Stamping Available

Not Sure How to Measure a Tube Bundle?

Check out our printable tube bundle dimension sheets on our website!

Thermal Products engineering and sales staff will assist you with designing and sizing your new heat exchanger or tube bundle. We can fabricate to your specifications, cross-referencing your current make & model or take on-site measurements. Contact us today so we can diagnose your tube bundle free of charge.